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I'JORK FOR INDUSTRY

The work that F.R.I. has been doing for
industry continues to increase and now
represeots about 4OZ of. the total ineooe. I\uo
examples of new industrial developments are
given below:-

Anti-Corrosive Oi1

An oil containing a vapour phase inhib-
itor has been developed at f.R.I. for an
industrial sponsor. Ihis product hTas

exhibited at the Industrial Finishing &

Anti-Corrosion Exhibition by Corrosion
Inhibiting Products Ltd. under the trade
name 'tNEVRUSTA". The vapour phase
inhibitor in the oil has a vapour pressure
rather lower than most substances of this
type and appears to concentrate at the oi1/
metal interface, thus enabling protection
to be maintained for an extended period
when the articles are exposed out-doors.

The material is available in oils with a
wide range of viscosities and has been
successfully applied to water-soluble
cutting fluids and has resulted in a
marked improvement in the rust-resisting
qualities of articles machined using such
cutting fluids. The oi1 is only suitable
for the protection of ferrous materials.

Aluminium-Lead Bearings

Following the successful use in
automotive engineering of the aluminium-
302 tin alloy by the Glacier Metal Co.,
F.R.I. has taken part in the develop-
ment of an aluminium-lead bearing
containing a comparatively high
proportion of 1ead. There is a
problem in obtaining proper distrib-
ution of the lead as a separate phase
in the aluminium, since these two metats
are irmiscible in the liquid state until
very high temperatures are reached.

These difficulties have been overcome
and ingots with satisfactory distribution
of the lead phase produced.

Stoke Poges. Bucks

DR. P. GROSS

The retirement of Dr. Philip Gross from
administrative duties and from the Board of
F.R.I. was marked by a small Luncheon party
of his senior colleagues and ex-colleagues,
when he qras presented with a silver salver.

Dr. Gross obtained his D.Phil. degree
at Vienna University and was subsequently
Professor of Physical Chemistry at both
Vienna and Istanbul. lle came to this
country in 1939 and for two years lras
lecturer at Bristol University. He joined
the staff of High Duty Alloys in 1943 and
of International Alloys in 1944. He was
appointed Principal Scientist at F.R.I. in
June 1945, sinee when he has been respon-
sible for the Chemistry and Physical
Chemistry Sections. Since he has been at
F.R.I., he has been responsible for
important new developments in extraction
and refining of aluminium and some refractory
metals. By using sophisticated methods
including high accuracy calorimetry and high
temperature equilibrium determinations; he
has been responsible for the determination
of many thermodynamic const,ants of inorganic
materials.

Dr. Grossrs advice and guidance will
continue to be available to his colleagues
at F.R.I. and he will stil1 be responsible
for some research contracts in his capacity
as consultant.



INSTRI^ITENT SERVICE

Scanning Electron l,licroscope

Following the experience in providing a
mass specErographic service, F.R.I. is
considering the purchase of a Scanning
Elect.ron llicroscope. The capital cost of this
instrument, which is in the region of t2OrOOO,
is difficult co justify on the internal work
of the Institut.e, but a market survey is
being conducEed to ascertain whether there
will be enough demand from outside F.R.I. to
justify tlre purchase of such a microscope.
We would be inEerested t,o hear of any
potential user.

The provisiorr of expensive and
sophisticated pieces of apparatus for
general use by industry and other estab-
lishments may prove an important new func-
tion of F.R.I., and one which is particular-
ly.appropriate in view of the association
with The Institute of Physics and lhe
Physical Society.

In addition to providing instrunent
time on a rental basis, F.R.I. will be able
to offer valuable advice in the interpre-
tation as a result of their wide exper-
ience in the allied fields of electron
microscopy, X-ray micro-analysis, and X-ray
diffraction.

FORREST THERMAL FATIGUE MACHINE

PHYSICAL & CHEMICAI ANALYSIS

There has been a marked falling off in
the amount of outside work required in our
Chemical Ana1ytical Laboratory. In the past
it has not always been possible to deal with
requests for analysis promptly, owing to
pressure of work, but, this situation no
longer obtains. In addition to chemical and
spectrographic analysis, F.R.I. can now offer
X-ray fluorescent. airalysis, using an
apparat.us which is nov being cormnissioned.

DIRECTOR DESICNATE

Mr. E.A.G. Liddiard the present
Director of Research is due for retire-
ment in 1969 and it has been decided to
seeE a successor in advance to al1ow a
period of overlap and to ensure continuity
of policy. Ihe post has been advertised
at a salary of t5rOOO per annum.

A fatigue machine, which is illustrated, was designed by Mr. P.G. Forrest of the National
Physical Laboratory and was constructed in the F.R.I. Workshops. This has aroused considerable
interest, both at home and overseas. Provision is made for heating the specimens, either by
electrical resistance or by an external furnace, and the specimen is subjected to alternate
bending. The machine has proved particularty useful in the testing of the suitability of
oetals for use at high temperature under conditions of fluctuating strain.

Two machines,
constructed
at F.R.I.,
have already
been sold to
the U.S.A.
and it is
tioped to se11
more towards
the end of
the year. The
approximate
selling price
is E3r65O.


